
PRESERVING THE ARTIST’S INTENTION

SPECIFICATIONS

Museo® Portfolio Rag™ is made to
archival standards:

•100% cotton
•internally buffered
•no optical brighteners
•acid -free
•pH: 7.9-8.5
•weight: 300 gsm
•caliper: 0.015” (380 µm)
•extra smooth matte finish
•optimized for pigmented inkjet inks
•also compatible with dye-based inks
•flake-free coating
•brightness: 91
•robust, damage-free packaging

HANDLING
•Handle paper by the edges prior
 to printing.
•Special care should be taken not to
 contaminate the ink receptive surface.
•Oil from fingers can interfere with
 print quality.
•Allow adequate time prior to framing.

PRINTER SETTINGS
Museo® Portfolio Rag™ is compatible with
most photo -realistic inkjet printers. 
Visit us online at www.MuseoFineArt.com
for printer settings and color profiles.

APPLICATIONS
•fine art photo printing
•portfolios
•exhibition prints
•art reproductions
•portraits
•black and white printing
•sepia prints

AVAILABLE SIZES      

300 GSM SHEETS     

8.5”x11”    
13”x19”  
17”x22”
24”x36”    
35”x47”      
A4      
A3
A3 www.museofineart.com

MUSEO® PORTFOLIO RAG™
EXTRA SMOOTH FINE ART PAPER FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGES

Museo Portfolio Rag® combines an extra smooth cotton base with
our advanced coating to bring you a paper that feels  luxurious and
provides world-class image quality. Use Museo® Portfolio Rag™
for your museum exhibition and portfolio prints and when you need
exceptional tonal range on a surface that will not detract from your
photographic images. 

Crafted for professional use, the 100% cotton base is pH-neutral, acid free,
and brightener free, which means your gallery-worthy images will retain
their bold colors and tonal subtleness for generations. When you create
prints using Museo® Portfolio Rag™ and pigmented inks, you and your
audiences will experience extraordinary visual and tactile quality. The
paper’s substantial weight, distinctive hand, and captivating look a�rm
you make no compromises in the creative process.

When your photographic images make a statement, the way you produce
and present them should too. Stand out among your peers with a paper
that meets the refined expectations of modern master photographers and
printers. Select Museo® Portfolio Rag™ for your best color and black and
white photographic work.

300 GSM ROLLS     

17”x50’    
24”x50’  
36”x50’    
44”x50’    
50”x50’  
    
   


